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Naomi Klein
criticises Institute
of Public Affairs
over climate
interventions

Naomi Klein delivered a stinging
rebuke to Australia’s approach
refugees and climate change, as well
as criticising interventions from the
Institute of Public Affairs, in a fiery
episode of ABC’s Q&A on Monday
night.The Canadian journalist, author
and winner of the 2016 Sydney
peace prize appeared on the panel
alongside two panellists from the freemarket thinktank the IPA, Anthony
Albanese and writer Don Watson.A
dispute on climate change policy
was provoked by a question from
audience member Jim Sandford, an
economist with the leftwing thinktank
the Australia Institute.Sandford
asked James Paterson, a Liberal
senator and former deputy executive
director of the IPA: “When will your
government accept once and for all
the energy system has to change and
start to lead that change rather than
standing in the way of it?”Paterson
responded by saying he thought
Australia should “take an agnostic
approach to energy sources”.Klein
interrupted Paterson and asked, “Do

you believe climate change is real?”
to which Paterson said he did. Klein
continued: “How can you be agnostic
about which energy source you use
if you believe in that?”She continued,
laying into the IPA itself:“I asked you
if you believe in climate change and
I asked you that because you’ve
been associated with IPA. We have
two people from this thinktank and
this is the foremost organ in Australia
for spreading climate change denial
and doubt. You may personally not
agree with that but the IPA publishes
discredited climate change deniers,
this year, in your facts book, and
this is slowing us down.”Georgina
Downer, an adjunct fellow at the
IPA, responded, saying: “The IPA is
absolutely committed to research
and discussion of the facts.” She then
went on to question how settled the
science of climate change is.Downer
said: “The IPA is, we don’t have an
IPA opinion on climate change per se.
We have a committed line of research
into the facts.”But Klein, who has
written widely on the role of freemarket thinktanks and neoliberalism
in stopping the world acting on
climate change said: “The reason
why that free markets thinktanks
like IPA are so determined to raise
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I think what Australia is doing on
Manus and Nauru is as well.”Klein
said: “I think it’s outrageous. The
New York Times called this proposal
cruel, short-sighted and shameful. I
hear this, I hear this argument that
it’s ‘We can’t send a message to the
people smugglers’. What about the
message you’re sending to refugees
around the world? What message
are you sending about Australia?
And the implication that the only
way people die is at sea. They die
in war zones when they can’t flee.
That’s why we welcome refugees.”

Moratorium on
crude oil tanker
traffic coming
soon: Garneau

questions, raise doubts about this
issue where there is overwhelming
scientific consensus that climate
change is real … If it is true, your
whole world view collapses. This
whole idea of pushing deregulation
and privatisation and ‘government
get out of the way’ falls apart
because we need to manage this
decline.”Klein said Australia was
virtually alone in its inaction on
climate change.“Among wealthy
industrialised countries, Australia
now stands alone raising the middle
finger to the world and saying that
we’re not going to act and we will
build massive new coalmines, huge
natural gas pipelines in the Northern
Territory, opening up vast fracking
fields. These are carbon bombs. This
is unburnable carbon. If we’re going

to live up to the sacred promise
we made in Paris, to countries
like your home country.”She said
the public “have to stand up to the
extraordinary power of coal, oil and
gas”.Watson, an author and former
speechwriter for prime minister Paul
Keating, had a dry take on the same
issue.“It’s fairly simple to explain,”
he said. “You do have a problem
with the fossil fuel industry. No one
wants to take them on. So you don’t.
That’s it.”Klein won applause for
her rebuke of Australia’s policy on
asylum seekers and refugees also.
Following a discussion of Donald
Trump and his plans to build a wall
on the border wiht Mexico, she said
pointedly: “I think that Donald Trump
talking about building the wall with
Mexico is insane and racist. But

Federal Liberal cabinet to render a
decision on Kinder Morgan by Dec. 19.
Federal Transportation Minister Marc
Garneau is promising a moratorium
on crude oil tanker traffic off British
Columbia’s North Coast by the end
of this year, which would coincide
with the government’s cabinet
decision on the Kinder Morgan
Trans Mountain pipeline expansion
project.”That is a promise that we
made. It’s a mandate item for me
and we are going to be delivering on
that,” Garneau told host Chris Hall in
an interview airing on CBC Radio’s
The House on Saturday morning.
Trudeau ordered a moratorium more
than a year ago in his mandate
letter to Garneau. The directive
asks Garneau to work with the
ministers of fisheries and oceans,
environment and natural resources.
Environmental
groups
have
suggested a moratorium off B.C.’s
North Coastwould kill the proposed
Northern Gateway pipeline, which
would carry bitumen from Alberta
to Kitimat, B.C. The project is still
recovering from a blow delivered by
the Federal Court of Appeal, which

overturned Enbridge’s approval
because it found Ottawa failed to
properly consult the First Nations
affected by the pipeline.However, a
moratorium could clear the path for
the Kinder Morgan project, which
could see the transmission of nearly
900,000 barrels a day of diluted
oilsands bitumen to Vancouver’s
harbour in the south.Former Kitimat
mayor Joanne Monaghan has
questioned why a ban would only
apply to the northern coast.”Is
there a difference between crude
oil being spilled down south and
crude oil being spilled in the north?”
she said.Trudeau’s government
needs to render a decision on
Kinder Morgan by Dec. 19.
Garneau said he’ll also soon
have an announcement on
improving
marine
safety.
“We know we need to if we’re going
to continue having more shipping
traffic,” he said. “On the West Coast,
we want to involve Aboriginal coastal
nations who want to be involved with
the whole issue of marine safety. We
also need to look at derelict vessels.”
Garneau’s
comments
came
on the heels of a speech this
week unveilingthe government’s
transportation plans for the coming
decade.The plan responded to a
review conducted by former minister
David Emerson, who included
privatizing airports among his
recommendations.Garneau says the
government is looking at that option,
but “it’s not a front-burner exercise.””I
wouldn’t jump to any conclusions,”
Garneau told The House.”Ultimately
what we want to do is make sure
that whatever we do is in the interest
of the traveller, is in the interest
of the airports and the airlines
themselves.”Garneau said he’s
aware of private airports, but nothing
stands out as a successful model.
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